Girls* specific youth education international

Erasmus+

International Conference and network-meeting
December 09th -12th 2016 in St. Andreasberg/Germany

About the conference
This conference offers the chance to discuss and develop approaches of feminist girls* specific youth education on international level. Experts from Czech Republic, Turkey, Germany and Italy will deliver lectures and workshops on key aspects like living conditions for females in different European countries, intersectional approaches to girls* work or transpositive youth education. Staffmembers, feminist activists, stakeholders and multipliers of out of school education will meet, get to know each other and discuss with each other. Moreover there will be the possibility to get in touch with possible project partners and to develop new project ideas for international girls* specific youth education.

If you are already working in the field of girls*specific youth education in pedagogical fields, as a multiplier or are an interested staff of an institution dealing with topics like gender equality, feminism, girls*work or education and if you are identifying yourself as female* feel welcome to apply for the conference. Also teachers (high school), who are interested in gender sensitive pedagogy focusing on female empowerment are warmly invited. Fluent English skills are needed!

Participation Fee
Germany, Sweden: 130, - Euro per person
Turkey, Ireland, Italy: 110, - Euro per person
Czech Republic, Croatia: 90, - Euro per person

The participation fee includes board and lodging.

Travel costs
The travel costs will (partly) be reimbursed by the Erasmus+ program.
For participants from Czech Republic and Sweden the costs will be reimbursed up to 180€/per person.
For participants from Turkey, Croatia, Italy and Ireland the costs will be reimbursed up to 275€/per person.
Participants from other countries are more than welcome, but due to the funding conditions there will be no reimbursement of the travel costs.

To apply for the conference, please click the link below:

http://sonnenberg-international.de/index.php?id=101&L=2&tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=55&tx_news_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=News&tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&cHash=4b4bcabdd6cc31c151f7e4204cab7762

Applications are possible until November 18th 2016!
Programme

Friday. 09.012.2016
19.00-21.00
Opening session

20.00-21.30
Informal exchange

Saturday. 10.12. 2016
09.15-09.45
Words of welcome
Nora Ludl, educational staff International House Sonnenberg
Equal opportunities officer Goslar (requested)

09.45-11.00
Keynote speech
Conditions for females in the EU and the necessity of girls* work and girls* specific youth education

Prof. Dr. Gülay Günlük-Şenesen,
Istanbul University, Turkey

11.20- 11.45
Erasmus + project
“European perspectives on gender equality and girls* specific education” - presentation of results and experiences with projects on international project girls* education
Nora Ludl and Lea Pahl,
Educational Department International House Sonnenberg

11.45 -12.30
Introduction to the workshops
Presentation and exchange

14.30-16.30
Workshop 1:
Girls* 2.0 - online based methods for girls* work/girls* specific youth education \ Identitätskritik, feminist blogger and lecturer, Germany

Workshop 2:
Intersectional feminism in girls* work/girls* specific youth education\ Dr. Zuzana Labudova, Manager of Osvětová beseda, Czech Republic

Workshop 3:
Trans*positive youth education\ Organisation out of Network Trans*Gender EUrope (requested)

16.45- 17.45
Presentation of the results, discussion

20.00
Informal exchange

Sunday. 11.12. 2016
09.30-09.45
Welcome Session

09.45-11.00
University, science and Educational work on gender Equality - using synergy effects\ Dr. Elena Del Giorgio, University of Milan, Italy

11.30-12.30
Coffeebreak

14.30-16.00
Self-introduction of the present organization

16.00-17.45
Marketplace of opportunities, finding partner for new projects

19.00
Discussion of project ideas

20.00
Presentation of the discussions

Closing remarks

09.00
Shuttle to Bad Harzburg
The expert guests:

**Prof. Dr. Gülay Günlük-Şenesen** is a professor at the Faculty of Political Sciences, Istanbul University, Turkey. She is the Director of Istanbul University Research Center for Global Politics and Administration (GLOPAR). She was a member of the Turkish delegation at the UN CSW, 52nd session on “Financing for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women”, New York, USA in 2008. She is involved in The Women’s Labour and Employment Initiative Platform (KEIG, www.keig.org) -Turkey. She organised conference and training sessions on gender budgeting in Turkey.

http://eurogender.eige.europa.eu/users/gulay-gunluk-senesen

**Dr. Elena Del Giorgio** is currently Research Fellow in the Centre GENDERS - Gender & Equality in Research and Science at the University of Milan where she is working as Core Team member of the FP7 European Project STAGES - Structural Transformation to Achieve Gender Equality in Science. She has also worked within the FP6 European Project QUING - Quality in Gender + Equality Policies at the Complutense University of Madrid.

https://gender-summit.com/gs7-eu-speakers/995-del-giorgio

**Identitätskritik** is a feminist blogger and lecturer who is giving workshops on academic bases. Critical dealing with psychologic methods in feminist spaces. She has been an essential core team member in the multipliers seminar “Sound out the F-Word” where she was supporting young women in developing a website and did teach basics in coding.

http://www.identitaetskritik.de/

**Zuzana Labudova** is a member of the Gender Expert Chamber of Czech Republic

The chamber does serve as an official independent platform in the Czech Republic, and brings together qualified gender experts from various fields of research, specializations and sectors of society. The chamber has the ambition to become a partner for the state authorities, local administrations, and various working and advisory groups and expert bodies. The chamber does provide services in the field of gender education, consultancy, expertise and analytical activities and will guarantee high expertise in the field of gender and feminist studies focusing on specific areas.


**Trans*Gender Europe**

Transgender Europe (TGEU) is a network of different organizations of transgender/transsexual/gender variant to combat discrimination and support trans people rights. Transgender Europe envisions a Europe free from discrimination, where each person can live according to their gender identity and gender expression without interference and where trans people and their families are respected and valued.

http://tgeu.org/